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Value Education (Fostering Balance between Rights and Duties )

24.07.20L7 (Zero Period)

Class XD

Guest Lecture Hall

Students and Class teachers (Class XA-D)

Student's Workshop
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CIB]ECTIVES

To make the students:
. Aware about the Rights and Duties.
. Understand the inrportance of bringing a balance between the two.
* Feel confident.

numerous games which entertained the audience and also played an important role in telling them about rights

and duties in a playway method.

Our respected Ma'am coordinator also shared her value points with the students which helped them in

understanding more of its value. In retrospect, the session was great and the students appeared enthusiastic in

obtaining information and participating in the various activities.

Prepared by : Ms. Sonia Aggar -^ /r*p
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. Stage free

I -. Improve and develop communication and oratory skills.

DESCRIPTION

r-
| "**ery right implies a responsibEBity; Every *pB*rtunity, are ohligatt*n, Every p*ss*ssicn a duty\
| :oh n. D. Rockefeiler

I

I

I Activity plays an important role in creating awareness amongst the young generation. Keeping the same, RDPS
I

I holds its Value Education Workshop(Fostering balance between Rights an duties). The activity started with an
I

I question answer session related to what is the meaning of Rights and Duties. Students were apprised about the

I fact that we can never only claim our rights without performing our duties.It continued further with an
Ij identification game related to given situations and our rights and duties for the same. The PPT made the audience

! ctear about the fact related to Rights and R.esponsibilities.

I

I Uoreover, the students of class XD presente<J a situation based play where they explained thet one and everybody

.iesires for rights and also have a right in the society. There were a number of activities related to talk show and
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